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Executive Summary
In this equities report we strive to reflect our views and expectations on the economic landscape for Zimbabwe in 2013.
Having come from a low base Zimbabwe experienced notable annual growths since dollarization and the advent of the GPA
in 2009 growing by 5.4% in 2009; 9.6% in 2010; 10.6% in 2011 which were well ahead of the average growth for sub
Saharan Africa economies of 5.2%. A period of price stability as a result of operating a stable currency created the much
needed economic conditions for economic recovery after the “lost Decade”. The year 2012 however reflected structural
fragilities in the economy that resulted in economic growth being revised twice from initial forecast of 9.4% to an estimate
of 4.4% growth. Financial system challenges spawning from high non performing loan positions, recapitalization challenges
and weak internal controls several indigenous banks either surrendered their licenses or were placed under curatorship.

While exchange control liberalization restored some capital inflows, increased political noise in 2012 surrounding the
indigenization and empowerment regulations was a dampener for injections with the Zimbabwe Investment Authority
reporting lower project proposal approvals in 2012 compared to 2011. Capital challenges slowed down the growth in
economic output on limited funding for productive sectors while a lower than projected tobacco crop coupled with the low
price for cotton lowered the contribution of agriculture to economic growth. In 2013 the economy will in all likelihood
continue to face more of the same challenges including but not limited to

Political Uncertainty: With high expectations of an election this year, the continued lack of clarity on the exact timing
increases the uncertainty in the environment. The resultant delays in making business decisions that will further slow
down economic activity. The potency of indigenization and empowerment policies to be used as an electioneering
tool can easily put off the generally risk averse investing public.
Policy Differences:  The politicians have already shown the propensity to shoot down ideas from across the political
divide are more likely to be at loggerheads this year trying to outsmart each other ahead of a decisive vote.
Contested Election Outcome: The continued haggling around the constitution could affect the success of the process
which was expected to see the establishment of the institutional arrangements to assert constitutional reform.
Failure of the constitutional process will be a recipe for a contested election outcome that would make for an
unpalatable platform for economic development.
Government Wage Bill Pressure: The last couple of years have seen sustained pressure on the fiscus from recurrent
expenditure particularly the wage bill. 2013 faces yet more pressure from the possibility of populist decisions
regarding recurrent expenditure items ahead of a crucial vote.

The Strategy: The year 2012 was a reasonable year for the ZSE as it closed 4.48% firmer y-o-y, quite a commendable feat
after the market produced an indifferent 2010 and a negative return of -4% in 2011. Overall market activity was however
subdued with total turnover falling 6% to $448m on the back of decline in local demand that fell 18% to $237m while an
11% increase in foreign portfolio injections helping mitigate the activity declines. Increasing foreign injections onto the ZSE
have seen the performance of the ZSE align with the other emerging SSA markets, these also combined with improving
economic activity to drive the market higher. Key determinants of the direction of the market in 2013 will include:

Politics: With a looming election, the politics of the country will no doubt be influential on the direction that the
market will take. Timing issues as regards the election dates and the pre- and post election atmosphere will no
doubt influence the investors into the market
Solid Performances: Several companies have been on intensive rationalization exercises with the first results of such
starting to show in 2012. We believe the full benefits of the rationalizations will accrue in 2013 and will reflect in
solid financial results to be reported in the year and these should be key drivers of performance in 2013
Corporate activity and restructuring: Consolidations, business combinations and possible spin offs are on the cards
and these are likely to drive activity as investors seek  exposure ahead of planned activity
Foreign Flows: In the face of a pending election the volume of foreign flows will certainly be a key driver of the
market in 2013 and the usual top capitalized less risky stocks are likely to remain the foreign investor’s cherry picks
while those less attractive stocks will most likely struggle to hold their own on the bourse.
“Mid tier” stocks: Several stocks had fallen into this category due to the slow adaptation to the dollarized
environment and others delayed recapitalizations. We believe those that have started finding their footing in the
new environment are set to reassert themselves as market moves

We have crafted a selection of the stocks to watch in 2013 and extended coverage to eleven of these in this report with
the full list inclusive of those covered at the back of the report. These stocks we selected based on the fundamentals of
their business models which in our view appear sustainable into the forecast future.
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Political Background
GPA dominates political field…
Zimbabwe is operating in a negotiated government of national unity which was a result of the 2009 SADC sponsored Global
Political Agreement which saw the feuding political parties, ZANU PF and the two MDC formations coming together in
government. The setting saw Zanu PF’s Robert Mugabe as the President (head of state) while his erstwhile arch rival Morgan
Tsvangirai of the dominant MDC formation became the Prime Minister (head of government) in a transitional government  whose
major aim was asserting a constitutional reform process. The rocky arrangement created a challenging operating environment
which prompted calls for elections before reforms that had dominated the tabloids in 2011 through to early 2012 have since been
quashed by the regional block SADC the sponsors of the GPA at their Angola conference that gave a communiqué on June 1 2012.
The block gave a twelve month period during which the political parties to the GPA were urged to finalize the constitution-making
process and subject it to a referendum thereafter.

On the verge of a new constitution…
The COPAC process finally culminated in a draft constitution that was successfully brought before the second all stakeholders
conference while contending with a raft of changes that have been put up by Zanu PF. At present a cabinet select committee has
been put up to iron out areas of contention as the GPA principals drive towards bringing a solution to the issues of difference in
the draft constitution before it can be taken to parliament for debate. The select committee is intended to see the rift between
the political protagonists on the requirements in the constitution being narrowed and thus minimize any further delays in later
stages of the constitution making process. As the fourth year of the government of national unity draws to a close the Zimbabwe
socio-political setup remains largely indifferent though there is a glimmer of hope that some of the important stepping stones
towards a national plebiscite are now in sight.

An acceptable election to depend on a successful constitution making process…
As far as we see it the completion of the constitutional process will remain top priority and only after the completion of which an
election will be the ultimate result in line with the general requirements of the GPA. We therefore expect the new constitution to
prompt the establishment of credible institutional arrangements and an electoral roadmap as required by SADC to ensure a
credible election or at least a setup with a semblance of credibility that should see a non contested election result. Consequently
this should see the full reintegration of the country into the global socio economic setup to augment the slow economic recovery.
On the back of the unwanted history of a contested election outcome believe all the political players will not risk going for an
election that is likely to be contested, as such we expect a smooth completion of the constitution process then the country will
gear up for elections something which we believe should be coming in the second half of 2013.

2010 2011
Est.

2012
Est.

2013
Prj.

Real GDP Growth (%) 9.60% 9.40% 4.40% 5.00%

Inflation Average (%) -3.10% 3.50% 4.00% 4.5

Central Government

Revenues (US$ Billion) 2.339 2.921 3 640 3
844.8

Expenditures (US$ Billion) 2.107 2.895 3 640 3
844.8

External Sector

Exports (US$ Billion) 3.317 4.496 5 089.7 5
540.8

Imports (US$ Billion) 5.162 7.562 8 214.9 8
536.6

Source: MOF
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Economic Background and Overview

Fiscal Policy developments…
Since 2009 Zimbabwe has been operating under a multiple currency system with the US dollar and the SA Rand being the
dominant currencies in circulation. Upon the consummation of the GPA the government launched the Short Term Economic
Recovery Programs (STERP) I & II whose major goals included Economic stabilization, Savings recovery, Investment promotion and
the creation of a base for long term growth of the economy. The Economy showed a semblance of growth and stability under the
STERP I & II which saw the economy record the first GDP growth in 2009 since the turn of the new millennium. In 2011 a new
economic blue print termed the Five Year Medium Term Plan (MTP) was launched succeeding STERP and from it Zimbabwe is
hoping for annualized economic growth of 7.1% and to add about 6% more jobs each year and of cause the major factor is that
this should be buoyed by a $9.2bn investment which to date has proven elusive owing largely to the highly divisive Indigenization
and empowerment regulations and discord amongst the players in government on major policy issue.

Inflation Trends
Inflation trends for the year 2012 have shown
that the country is managing to not only contain
inflation but reduced it from a year on year
inflation peak of 4.31% in January and was as low
as 2.99% by November with the trend expected
to carry through to December.  Over the whole
period month on month inflation was contained
below the 0.5% level over the whole period
owing to the weakening of the rand the major
source currency for imports into the country
against the US dollar

Source: ZIMSTATS

Financial Services developments
Indigenous Banks falter exposing fragilities in the sector…
A tumultuous start to 2012 with a biting liquidity crunch early in the year coupled with some suspected weak corporate
governance structures. A couple of indigenous banks Genesis and Royal bank surrendered their banking licenses and while the pair
of Renaissance Merchant bank and Interfin were placed under curatorship within the first half of the year. Curatorship on RMB
has since been lifted and the group rebranded to Capital Bank with a new shareholder structure led by the National Social Security
Authority; Interfin on the other hand has seen continued extension of curatorship now set to run to June 2013.

Deposits Patterns
Deposits increasing though composition are worrisome…
Monthly statics from the central bank indicate the deposits were however on a steady rise over the year through to October and
we believe the trend continued to end of the half.
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Over the year 2012 banking sector deposits
on a month to month basis steadily
increased over the year from $3.1bn in
January deposits were at $3.8bn by October
of 2012. The composition of the deposits
however remains skewed towards demand
deposits leaving only a smaller part of the
deposits available to fuel economic activity
through lending. Consequently the
economy continued to suffer from a
challenging liquidity situation in the market.

Source: RBZ Monthly Statistics

Economic growth forecasts revised down on elusive deliverables…
From an initial economic growth forecast of 9.4% for 2012 several downward reviews over the year due to lower than forecast
agricultural output as well as some exogenous market factors affecting agricultural produce resulted in final expected growth of
4.4% for the year. Contributing to this huge downward revision was a lower than forecast tobacco crop and subdued cotton prices
on the global market resulting in average grower prices falling from almost 100c to averages of 38c thus dampening the
contribution from the sector.

GDP Trends
Having gone on a growth trajectory since dollarization
capacity constraints in industry and limited FDI have
seen the economy showing signs of stagnation. This has
thrown into focus the MTP targets as their attainment
gets more and more unlikely with developments on the
ground, already the expected 7% annual growth fore
for the duration of the policy is already in doubt with
2012 expected to yield only 4.4% while that for 2013 is
forecast at 5% some 200 basis points below the MTP
average growth forecast

Source: MOF

Sectoral Performances
Agriculture and Mining to Anchor growth…

The projected GDP growth of 5% for 2013 is based on
expected growth across economic sectors, with the
Mining, Agriculture, Construction, Real estate and
Finance & Insurance sectors forecast to register highest
growth at 17.1%, 6.4%, 6.2%, 6.2% and 6.0%
respectively. Mining and agriculture are clearly expected
to remain the mainstay of the economy after
contributing a combined 14.7% to 2012 economic
growth, in 2013 the sectors are forecast  to contribute a
combined 23.5% to growth for the year. We believe
these are reasonable expectations as the Zimbabwe’s
economy has traditionally been known to be agro-based
with some contributions coming from mining activities.

The Mining sector’s higher contribution at 17.1% is a result of the significant capital investment over the past couple of years  as
well as reasonably firmer commodity prices.

2009
Actual

2010
Actual

2011
Actual

2012
Est.

2013
Proj

Agriculture,hunting&fishing 21.0 34.8 5.1 4.6 6.4
Mining and quarrying 33.3 60.1 25.1 10.1 17.1
Manufacturing 10.0 -4.0 15.0 2.3 1.5
Electricity and water 1.9 19.1 7.8 0.3 2.2
Construction 2.1 5.4 6.2 4.9 6.2
Finance and insurance 4.5 5.6 2.0 5.1 6.0
Real estate 2.0 5.4 3.1 4.9 6.2
Distribution,hotels&restaurants 6.5 8.8 4.3 3.9 4.0
Transport&communication 2.2 20.5 18.7 5.8 3.4
Public administration 2.0 0.0 4.8 3.0 2.0
Education 2.8 0.5 0.5 1.4 0.5
Health 3.2 15.8 10.0 2.5 2.0
Domestic services 2.2 6.7 0.4 1.5 1.5
Other services 2.3 14.6 10.9 5.0 2.5
GDP at market prices 5.4 9.6 10.6 4.4 5.0
Source MOF
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Improvements on the fiscal space key to achieve 2013 growth…
In the outlook we believe that while the 5% growth forecast sounds reasonable should there be an improvements in the fiscal
space largely from mineral sales there are a few hindrances however that could hinder the attainment of the this growth forecast.
In particular politics is likely to be a major determinant of the direction of the events more so with the major protagonists
seemingly gearing for a bruising encounter in the highly anticipated elections.  It is our opinion that the electioneering mood will
most likely dampen the will to see the full implementation of policies including the budgetary proposals. The much needed foreign
direct investment to improve the constrained fiscal space looks likely to even slow down this year owing to the elections while we
see little opportunity for significant improvement in disposable incomes especially for the civil service.

Stock Market Review

Indifferent start to the year 2012…

2012 kicked off in much the same way as the preceding year with tension and noise emanating from the political front dominating
the early days of the period under review. The implementation of the contentious indigenization and empowerment regulations
dominated most investment forums with some conflicting positions being communicated by the major political players.
Community share ownership trusts became the talk of town particularly from most mining houses that extended shares to the
trusts to fulfill the quotas.

Recapitalization the buzz word amongst listed stocks …

As for the listed stocks recapitalization issues continued to haunt some of the stocks and consequently claimed several scalps
along the way including Steelnet, Cairns, and Gulliver while Interfin was the listed banking stock casualty. Mining stocks in dire
need of recapitalizations saw several proposals falter after an intensified demand for the fulfillment of the indigenization and
empowerment regulations however by the end of the year all four of them had made major strides to either restart or improve
operations. Bindura’s phased restart looks to be on course while the group is still to contend with indigenization, Hwange’s
retooling plan faltered after $100m deal with DBSA failed to materialize, Falgold’s Canadian based parent company New Dawn
made a $2m investment that enabled restart of operations though its indigenization compliance status remains hanging and
finally RioZim’s recapitalization plan kicked of well operations have been on the up for the various units.

Review of key market Indicators

ZSE rebounds in 2012 from prior year losses…
From an overall perspective 2012 appears to have been a
better year for the market with the main stream industrial
index closing the year 2012 with an annual return of
4.48%which implied an 848 basis points improvement on the
previous year’s negative return of -4%. Contributing to the
improved performance for the year were gains in market top
stock Delta that became the first ZSE stock to be valued at in
excess of $1bn when the beverages giant traded at 83.5c back
in October. Volumes traded over the year were subdued
falling 24% to 3.5bn shares while the official ZSE market cap
which excludes the class A shares for Econet closed 14%
higher at $4.0bn. The mining index crumbled even further in
2012 shedding 35.33% having shaved off just about 50% in
the prior year as the highly capital intensive mining stocks
suffered under the weight of undercapitalization whilst
operating in an economy with a constrained fiscal space.

Source: ZSE/EFE Database
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From an overall perspective 2012 appears to have been a
better year for the market with the main stream industrial
index closing the year 2012 with an annual return of
4.48%which implied an 848 basis points improvement on the
previous year’s negative return of -4%. Contributing to the
improved performance for the year were gains in market top
stock Delta that became the first ZSE stock to be valued at in
excess of $1bn when the beverages giant traded at 83.5c back
in October. Volumes traded over the year were subdued
falling 24% to 3.5bn shares while the official ZSE market cap
which excludes the class A shares for Econet closed 14%
higher at $4.0bn. The mining index crumbled even further in
2012 shedding 35.33% having shaved off just about 50% in
the prior year as the highly capital intensive mining stocks
suffered under the weight of undercapitalization whilst
operating in an economy with a constrained fiscal space.

Source: ZSE/EFE Database
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Improvements on the fiscal space key to achieve 2013 growth…
In the outlook we believe that while the 5% growth forecast sounds reasonable should there be an improvements in the fiscal
space largely from mineral sales there are a few hindrances however that could hinder the attainment of the this growth forecast.
In particular politics is likely to be a major determinant of the direction of the events more so with the major protagonists
seemingly gearing for a bruising encounter in the highly anticipated elections.  It is our opinion that the electioneering mood will
most likely dampen the will to see the full implementation of policies including the budgetary proposals. The much needed foreign
direct investment to improve the constrained fiscal space looks likely to even slow down this year owing to the elections while we
see little opportunity for significant improvement in disposable incomes especially for the civil service.

Stock Market Review

Indifferent start to the year 2012…

2012 kicked off in much the same way as the preceding year with tension and noise emanating from the political front dominating
the early days of the period under review. The implementation of the contentious indigenization and empowerment regulations
dominated most investment forums with some conflicting positions being communicated by the major political players.
Community share ownership trusts became the talk of town particularly from most mining houses that extended shares to the
trusts to fulfill the quotas.

Recapitalization the buzz word amongst listed stocks …

As for the listed stocks recapitalization issues continued to haunt some of the stocks and consequently claimed several scalps
along the way including Steelnet, Cairns, and Gulliver while Interfin was the listed banking stock casualty. Mining stocks in dire
need of recapitalizations saw several proposals falter after an intensified demand for the fulfillment of the indigenization and
empowerment regulations however by the end of the year all four of them had made major strides to either restart or improve
operations. Bindura’s phased restart looks to be on course while the group is still to contend with indigenization, Hwange’s
retooling plan faltered after $100m deal with DBSA failed to materialize, Falgold’s Canadian based parent company New Dawn
made a $2m investment that enabled restart of operations though its indigenization compliance status remains hanging and
finally RioZim’s recapitalization plan kicked of well operations have been on the up for the various units.

Review of key market Indicators

ZSE rebounds in 2012 from prior year losses…
From an overall perspective 2012 appears to have been a
better year for the market with the main stream industrial
index closing the year 2012 with an annual return of
4.48%which implied an 848 basis points improvement on the
previous year’s negative return of -4%. Contributing to the
improved performance for the year were gains in market top
stock Delta that became the first ZSE stock to be valued at in
excess of $1bn when the beverages giant traded at 83.5c back
in October. Volumes traded over the year were subdued
falling 24% to 3.5bn shares while the official ZSE market cap
which excludes the class A shares for Econet closed 14%
higher at $4.0bn. The mining index crumbled even further in
2012 shedding 35.33% having shaved off just about 50% in
the prior year as the highly capital intensive mining stocks
suffered under the weight of undercapitalization whilst
operating in an economy with a constrained fiscal space.

Source: ZSE/EFE Database
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Analysis of Market Activity and Foreign Portfolio Investments

Source: ZSE
Activity for the year lower on depressed H2…

The second half of the year saw a slowing down in market activity which resulted in 2012 total value of trades at $448.2m falling
6% shy of the prior year turnover at $477,5m on the back of subdued activity by local investors as purchases by local players
declined 18% to $236.6m.  The impact of the decline was however reduced by an 11% increase in foreign injections on the ZSE to
$211.6m being 47% of total turnover while withdrawals at $152.7m were marginally higher than the prior year and represented
34% of the total turnover for the year. The year under review witnessed a significant number of back to back foreign trades where
old foreign investors parcel huge blocks of shares to new or incoming foreign investors. Heavy weight stocks such as Delta, Econet,
Innscor, AICO, SeedCO, CBZ and OK remained favorites accounting for the lion’s share of total volumes traded as investors shied
away from riskier small cap and mid cap stocks.

DATE TURNOVER FOREIGN FOREIGN
Net

Foreign
VALUE

USD ($m)
BOUGHT

($m)
SOLD
($m)

Flows
($m)

Jan-12 55.79 23.34 41.11 -17.77
Feb-12 30.99 10.27 6.90 3.37
Mar-12 32.19 21.04 5.87 15.16
Apr-12 31.75 12.85 10.43 2.42

May-12 41.56 21.13 15.24 5.89
Jun-12 65.20 17.94 16.00 1.94
Jul-12 47.09 23.57 12.45 11.12

Aug-12 23.00 10.75 9.26 1.49
Sep-12 30.23 20.56 6.03 14.53
Oct-12 37.86 23.71 9.88 13.84
Nov-12 26.72 15.53 10.82 4.71
Dec-12 25.79 10.89 8.76 2.13

448.18 211.58 152.75 58.82
Source: ZSE Source: ZSE

Movers and Shakers

After a torrid first half in which the industrial index saw a steady decline on deafening political noise as major political parties
failed to agree on elections and the implementation of the empowerments laws, the market put on a sterling performance in the
latter part of the year to see the main stream industrial index close the year up +4.48%; it was not the same story though for the
resources where the mining index tumbled by a further 35.3%. In a way the tight liquidity conditions which began late 2011
around November exacerbated the performance of equities as most investors disinvested from the ZSE to buffer their cash
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MKT Turnover Foreign Buy Foreign Sell

DATE TURNOVER FOREIGN FOREIGN
Net

Foreign
VALUE

USD ($m)
BOUGHT

($m)
SOLD
($m)

Flows
($m)

Jan-11 32.55 13.78 3.10 10.69
Feb-11 47.48 25.15 12.15 12.99
Mar-11 36.37 8.50 9.67 -1.17
Apr-11 35.50 18.65 12.78 5.87

May-11 28.90 15.66 8.72 6.94
Jun-11 42.91 14.76 17.73 -2.97
Jul-11 51.34 15.69 13.17 2.52

Aug-11 42.39 20.50 22.92 -2.42
Sep-11 34.94 7.34 9.06 -1.72
Oct-11 38.62 24.14 9.14 15.00
Nov-11 41.32 14.77 15.84 -1.08
Dec-11 45.21 11.58 18.25 -6.66

477.52 190.53 152.54 37.99
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reservoirs. The second half however saw a slight change in performance with some cash returning to the market after a spate of
challenges amongst some of the high interest paying deposit takers in the market. The market heavy weights rallied thanks to
some solid performances in some and of course renewed interest in equities, below we review the performance of the top ten
ranked stocks by market cap on the bourse in 2012:

Market’s top stocks lead the way in market recovery…

The market’s performance could clearly be
attributed to the strong recovery in the second
half of the year in which only two stocks were
in the negative compared to five that had
losses in the first half. For the full year return
with all the seven gainers amongst the top
performers showing double digit returns the
market could only but rebound as the top ten
stocks account for in excess of 75% of the total
market capitalization of the local bourse. Delta
alone the top capitalized stock accounts for
over 25% of the market capitalization and
having it post a 43% return meant the market
had to respond positively.

Source ZSE/EFE Database

The top performers…
Astra Holdings is 2012’s top performer…
Astra holdings led the market gains for the year with 150% uplift for
the year to 5c, on the back of a solid financial performance which saw
their profit position continuing to grow after offloading some non
performing SBU’s from portfolio. Following was cigarettes
manufacturer BAT that also put on a sterling share performance in
sync with its propelled growth in interim bottom line, as the group
rose 132% to 360 with investors rewarding them for their generous
dividend payout though allegations of espionage against rivals
dented them towards the end of the year. Gold miners Falgold whose
major shareholder New Dawn are proposing to buy out minorities of
circa 15% closed the year with double their opening price at 12c

Source ZSE/EFE Database

Afre corporation closed the year at 5,2c after gaining 73% in a hectic year for the group that saw the reins change hands at the
helm  and the group recorded improved positive earnings in the year interim period to June and successfully completed a
contested issued a rights issue to bolster its capital base. Other notable gains were seen in Star Africa the sugar processor that
gained 50% to close the year at 1,5c as the market welcomed leadership at the group that ushered in a new era under former
Delta Corporation CEO J Mtizwa, with the new leadership wasting no time to resuscitate its revolving fund with Hippo valley and
putting in place initiatives replace the old machinery at its Harare plant. OK and Radar also made up the 50% gains in share price
with the former rising to 15c from 10c at the beginning of the year while radar closed at 12c from an opening price of 8c at the
start. Retailers OK thrived on the back of improved top line in the interims of 25,8% amid waning competition though the entry of
Pick n’ Pay has revived the group’s old rivalry with the Meikles related retail brand TM.

Apart from the already mentioned gains in Delta other top capitalized stocks to post notable gains over the year included the
FMCG conglomerate Innscor that firmed 28% and close d the year at 70c while its former subsidiary National Foods closed the
year 53% firmer at 132c as the food processor consolidated its position as the leading food processing and packaging group
following some rationalizations.

Rank Counter

Mrkt
Cap

($m)
H1
Return

H2
Return

FY12
Return

1 DELTA 1,202.49 -7% 54% 43%

2 ECONET 754.00 8% 5% 13%

3 INNSCOR 377.52 0% 29% 28%

4 HIPPO 212.32 -13% 11% -3%

5 SEEDCO 148.40 -23% -9% -30%

6 OKZIM 147.66 5% 43% 50%

7 OLDMUTUAL 125.75 21% -3% 17%

8 NATFOODS 90.26 30% 18% 53%

9 ABCH 80.53 -42% 0% -42%

10 DAIRIBORD 68.63 -16% 31% 10%

Stock Name 30-Dec-11 31-Dec-12 Return %

ASTRA 2.00 5.00 150.00%

BAT 155.00 360.00 132.26%

FALGOLD 6.00 12.00 100.00%
AFRE 3.00 5.20 73.33%

NATFOODS 86.00 132.00 53.49%

OKZIM 10.00 15.00 50.00%
RADAR 8.00 12.00 50.00%

STAR AFRICA 1.00 1.50 50.00%

RIOZIM 35.00 52.00 48.57%

ARISTON 0.90 1.30 44.44%
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The shakers…
Engineering sector struggle…

Small cap stocks struggling from undercapitalization led the yearly losses
with industrial engineering groups General Beltings and ZECO leading after
losing 93% and 90% to close the year trading at identical 0.01c per share
each. Pharmaceutical group Medtech facing stiff competition from imports
traded 85% softer at 0.03c while Phoenix and Trust completed the top fallers
list after shedding 83.3% and 81.8% to trade at 0.3c and 0.2c. Other notable
losses over the year were seen in Furniture and home appliance retail group
Pelhams that closed the year trading 74.7% softer at 0.2c as the market
communicated worry over the leadership changes following the swoop on
the group’s shareholding by Lifestyle holdings formerly TN Holdings.

Clothing retailers Truworths paid the price of over conservativeness to credit that saw a flat outcome for the year to July 2012 as
their price tumbled 72.2% to close at 2.5c while M&R also in the throes of shareholder restructuring was in a 73.9% retreat that
saw them close the year at 3c. The construction group is set to be renamed Masimba Holdings following the approval of the name
change a their November 2012 AGM, in line with the changed shareholder structure after a local consortium acquired a the stake
previously held by Murray & Roberts. AICO shed 52.6Y% and closed the year at 9c as the group’s much anticipated $50m
recapitalization faltered and the directors advised of new proposals involving the dismantling of the group SBU’s into separately
listed entities in a move to arrest the recapitalization issues associated with the group units.

Equities market Outlook
The country continues to gear up for an election which in all fairness is likely to be slated for the latter part of the year if the
hurdles along the way are cleared making the year 2013 a make or break year for the country. With the exact date for the election
still unclear this only makes it even the more difficult as more divergent opinions are likely to be thrown around by the politicians
as politicking gathers momentum. The consequence will naturally be increased uncertainty for business and even great country
risk discounts by the international players from whom the much needed capital injections will be sought. The encouraging thing
however is that at present there is no doubt that the will for a legitimate election by the political parties in high. We believe this
should see the drive for positive development from both sides of the political divide get fully entrenched which should be a plus
for those businesses that will take the opportunity to position themselves ahead of a possible stable environment post an election.
It is this will for positive development that will see whichever party wins the election make business friendly policies for the
purposes of achieving some basic expectations by the electorate like employment creation and sustainable economic growth.

Organic growth alone not sufficient for sustainable growth…
Economically it is already evident that organic growth alone will result in stunted growth in certain sectors particularly the capital
intensive areas of the economy like mining and industrial manufacturing. We believe the proposed synchronization of the
empowerment regulations with the investment promotion laws will certainly create a compromise that would encourage new
flows of incomes into the year, with the only obstacle however being the fact that the political debate tends to take long for the
compromise to be reached. With the economics of the country looking increasingly inextricably intertwined with the politics of the
country we therefore see an indifferent year in 2013, so the sorting out of the politics will be key to the betterment of the
business environment.

Solid performers to get the rewards…
We remain cognizant of the fact that in 2012 the ZSE has shown us that the market players run a system that rewards the good
performers, like the Delta’s, BAT’s and Astra’s of this market, and punishes those that do not do so well like PGI and Medtech as
well as those that perform below expectations like Truworths. It is on this premise that we believe solid performers will be
rewarded in 2013 while those that will not do so well will take a knock. Accordingly we have developed a list of the stocks to
watch out for in 2013 in which we believe there exists strong fundamentals for sustainable business growth as a results of either
completing successful turnarounds or are in the sectors that we believe are well position to thrive within the broader
macroeconomic framework. In this report we have summarized a few stocks we believe are worthy considerations in 2013 with
the expectation of extended further coverage within the first quarter of 2013. We believe these stocks are trading at either
significant discounts to the value we see in them or the potential returns that could accrue from these stocks going forwards given
their strategic business thrusts:

Stock Name 30-Dec-11 31-Dec-12 Return %

G/BELTINGS 0.13 0.01 -92.31%

ZECO 0.10 0.01 -90.00%

MEDTECH 0.20 0.03 -85.00%

PHOENIX 1.80 0.30 -83.33%

TRUST 1.10 0.20 -81.82%

PIONEER 5.00 1.00 -80.00%

PGI 2.00 0.50 -75.00%

PELHAMS 0.79 0.20 -74.68%

M & R 11.50 3.00 -73.91%

TRUWORTHS 9.00 2.50 -72.22%
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Sectoral Outlook:
Sector Weight Sector View Our Picks
Agro-processing Overweight The Zimbabwe economy is traditionally agro-based and as

efforts to increase agricultural production intensify
coupled with companies’ efforts to improve efficiencies
and capacities the sector is likely to see more solid
performances going forward

Hippo,
SeedCO,

Banking Neutral Recapitalization issues for indigenous banks continue to
haunt some institutions while Indigenization compliance
hangs over the international banks. The Central bank’s
limited capacity to offer lender of last resort services
makes the environment even more risky. NPL’s remain a
real threat in the sector as liquidity remains constrained.

CBZ,
NMB,
Barclays

Beverages Overweight Per capita consumption remains low relative to regional
averages and with improving disposable incomes the
sector is well set for better performances.

Afdis,
Delta

Conglomerate Neutral The obvious attraction of the groups in this category vests
in the diversity of income streams as well as sector in
which their SBU’s are exposed.

Innscor,
TSL,

ICT Neutral Increasing innovation in the ICT sector is seeing more
diversified income streams creating fairly sustainable
business models more so with such innovations as mobile
money transfer services

Econet

Insurance Neutral Uptake of insurance services has been on a slow upward
trend though this should persist with rising disposable
incomes.

Afre,
Fidelity Life
Nicoz Diamond

Manufacturing –
Food

Overweight Zimbabwe manufacturers have fairly competitive brands
that can hold their own in the market. Increasing
efficiencies and capacities coupled with improving input
supplies makes for a promising platform for much better
performances in the medium to long term

Dairibord,
National Foods

Manufacturing – Non
Food

Underweight Weighed down by undercapitalization low capacity
utilization and stiff competition from imports particularly
from the far east. Those that have made strides to
improve capacities and establish some niche markets have
the chance to succeed

Turnall

Mining Underweight The ZSE mining universe is a far cry in terms of reflecting
the vast mining operations in the country. The only
encouraging position though is the resumption and
improving of capacities though more capital expenditure is
needed

Falgold,
Hwange

Property Neutral Improving rental rates that continue to trail regional
averages are a boon for success. These should continue
rising with increasing economic activity.

Mash, Pearl, ZPI

Retail Overweight Disposable incomes have been slowly improving raising
consumer spend while declining competition from new
players that emerged post dollarization should see
increased share of the market. Impact of credit in the
market should see increased sales

OKZIM, Edgars

Tourism Neutral Intensive investment in refurbishments have seen rising
ADR’s thus improving margins while increasing arrivals on
the back of increased flights into the country

African Sun
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African Sun
Tourism | Target Price - 3.58c|Upside - 298%
Turning the corner….
African sun finally turned the corner with revenue surging a commendable 12% to
$54m ahead of $49m last year on the back of an 18% improvement in REVPAR to
$47.Operating at 71% GP Margins the group achieved $38,6m gross profits from which
they posted a PBT of $3,4m as the rewards of the restructuring exercise came through
and took profits on disposal of non performing assets. Overall profit position improved
to $2,6m against a negative $10m last year to give an EPS of 3,2c. Group balance sheet
firmed 15% to $46m partly financed by a 12% increase in liabilities to $35m as the
group borrowed to shore up its stake in Dawn Properties. Cash and cash equivalents
decreased from $4m to close at $1,5m in HY12.In the period under review the group
disposed of non perfoming hotels and secured a $10m credit line for refurbishment
and will continue evaluating its hotel portfolio.

Profitable year for hotel portfolio…
The group’s hotel portfolio performed well for the year to Sept 2012 with all hotels
making positive contribution to EBITDA, while City hotels remain the most profitable:

Source: African Sun
Capex for the year amounted to $7.8m up 131% y-o-y. RevPar improved 18% to $47 as
the first phase of refurbishment work began bearing fruit; refurbishment work
remains ongoing though with an expected further funding need of $14.2m. Of this the
group secured a $10m five year facility with the balance expected to be drawn from
operations.  The ADR improved 14% to $91 while occupancy was 100b.p, up at 52%.

Going forward the group expect to enjoy the benefits of the marketing opportunity to
arise from the UNWTO conference next year. Operationally growth is expected to be
driven by the ongoing refurbishment and cost reduction to give a modest 10% growth
in revenues in 2013 and an EBITDA Margin of 12%.

Valuation and recommendation
We believe African Sun’s hotel portfolio will continue on the recovery path as benefits
of the refurbishment program accrue as such we forecast the group achieve 2013
occupancies of 55% and ADR’s $97 while their rooms under management will remain
at 2372. This should see the hotel portfolio turnover $46.2m while other income of
about $13.4m (similar to FY12) should be achieved to see the group post $59.6m
revenues. From these we forecast EBITDA and earnings of $6.9m and $2.9m
respectively. These would indicate a forward P/E multiple of 2.57x which we believe is
quite undemanding when compared to peer group average of 10.2x. We therefore
reinitiate our coverage on African Sun with buy rating on the back of the attractive
upside in the group.

Stock Data

Current Price : 0.90

52 Week High : 1.40

52 Week Low : 0.50

20 Day VWAP : 0.87

P/E (X) 2.79

PBV 0.41

EV/EBITDA 6.01

Issued Shares (M) 823.94

Mkt Cap ($m) 7.42

Financial Data

Sep-10 Sep-12 2013F

$000 $000 $000

Revenues 48,797 54,427 59,647

EBITDA 1,952 6,314 6,919

EARNINGS 1,464 2,654 2,909

NAV 15,148 18,132 18,135

EPS (US cents) -0.44 0.32 0.35

DIV Per Share 0.00 0.00 0.00

P/E (X) -6.36 3.75 2.57

Div Yield 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Earnings Yield -15.71% 26.67% 18.58%

Closing Share Price 2.8 1.2

EFE Target Price 3.58

Extras

Rooms 3836 2372 2372

Occupancy 0.5 0.52 0.55

RevPar 39.5 47.32 53.35

ADR 79 91 97

Source: ZSE/EFE Database
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BAT Zimbabwe
Agro-processing | Target Price - 461c|Upside - 28%

Solid financial performance…
British American Tobacco Zimbabwe Limited (BAT) released its unaudited H1 results
to 30 June, 2012, showing a 31% increase in turnover from $17.6m to $23.0m.
Likewise, operating income increased markedly by 159% to $7.0m while PAT grew
158% $5.1m. The group’s NAV was up 27% at $10.8m and closed with cash and cash
equivalents of $3.2m. The performance reflected a 29c interim EPS and the group
spiced it up with a 23c per share interim dividend to the shareholders.

Improving efficiencies drive performance
Anchoring the group strong performance were improved efficiencies across the
business that saw gross profit margins and operating profit margins improve to 58.3%
and 30.5% against previous levels of 46.1% and 15.4% respectively. The group
embarked on intensive trade marketing and distribution activities that ensured the
continued growth of sales volumes and share of market

Bright performance outlook….
Management believes the company will continue positing the positive performances
as they continue to tap into existing into existing business strengths, upgrading
production machinery, continued reinvestment in staff development, and an aligned
focus on ·the strategic imperatives across the business while remaining in pursuit of
responsible and sustainable growth
BAT
Company Market PER Source
BAT UK London 15.30 Bloomberg
BAT US NYSE AMEX 20.41 Bloomberg
BAT ZAMBIA LUSE 7.84 Bloomberg
BAT South Africa JSE 8.31 Bloomberg

12.97

Value vests in the mature markets
BAT is a market leader operating in a fairly mature market as such we forecast that
H2 2012 would mirror the prior year H2 outturn to see the cigarette manufacturer
turnover $46.9m. Maintaining the H1 GP, Operating profits and PAT margins of 58.3%,
30.5% and 22% we forecast the group to post gross profits of $27.3m, Operating
profits of $14.3m and PAT of $10.3m. Applying a PER of 7.78x (determined from peer
average of 12.97x discounted 40%) we value BAT at $80.1m which is an implied target
price of 461c. Trading at 360c and at a PER of 7.8x, the market has discounted the
price of BAT we believe there is a 28% upside potential on our valuation let alone the
P/E multiple of its peer group of 12.97x the upside could even be greater. Besides the
upside potential in BAT the stocks allure also vests in the consistent high dividend
payout giving some return to the investors. At these dividend payouts group has
certainly sends the clearest sign yet that the future certainly holds more for
shareholders in BAT while the recent approval of their indigenization plan and
subsequent fulfillment of compliance requirements adds to the group’s allure. The
dynamics and economics of the cigarette industry suggest that the group is operating
in a fairly mature market in which their brand equity and market leadership poised to
be the major drivers of financial performance going forwards, we therefore place
maintain our BUY recommendation on BAT.

Source ZSE/EFE Database
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Stock Data

Current Price : 360

52 Week High : 450

52 Week Low : 155

20 Day VWAP : 377.04

Current Price 360

Performance YTD 13.30%

Issued Shares (m) 17

Market Cap($000) 62,573

P/E (X) 7.8

Financial Data

Dec-11 Jun-12 2012F

$000's $000's $000's

Revenues 39,784 23,018 46,856

Gross Profit 18,368 13,429 27,337

Operating Income 7,344 7,016 14,282

PAT 4,883 5,060 10,300

NAV 8,479 10,758 15,998

EPS (US cents) 0.28 0.29 0.59

Dividend Per Share 26.00 23.00 50.24

RoE 57.59 47.03 64.38

P/E (X) 5.54 4.53 4.44

Div Yield 16.77% 8.75% 13.95%

Earnings Yield 0.18% 0.11% 0.16%

Closing Share Price 155 263 360

EFE Target Price 461.00
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Dairibord
Agro-processing | Target Price – 34.78c|Upside – 65.62%

Improved performances across all products…
Interim group revenue grew 14% to $48.6m buoyed by growth in revenues across all
products. Likewise there was growth in group operating profit up 20% to $4.m. Lower
net finance costs at $160,354 saw the group post profits before tax of $4.2m up 27% on
prior year comparative. The resultant after tax profits for the period improved by 36% to
$3.1m. Exchange losses arising from the devaluation in Malawi accounted for in other
comprehensive losses amounting to $1.2m took the group to a group total
comprehensive income for the interim period of $2.0m. Group Balance sheet stood at
$62.5m with $43.5m being the equity attributed to the shareholders. Operating activities
generated $1.1m while cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period closed at
$633.336.

Revenue growth across all product categories…
Contributing to the revenue growth for the period were product category revenues
growths of 24% for foods, 16% for beverages and 4% for milks. Sales volumes relative to
the previous period were up 9% at 32.2m liters, with product categories coming in at
14% for foods, beverages 14% and 3% for milks. Investments in the yoghurt, Nutriplus
and Cascade equipment, that were commissioned in 2011 increased capacity for foods
and thus the resultant volumes growth in foods. Group Raw milk intake rose by 5% to
12.9m Iiters, with growth being seen in Zimbabwe that grew by 9% while Malawi record
a 7% decline. The Group sold its investment in M E Charhons for $1 m to Cairns Holdings
Limited which exercised its rights in terms of the shareholders' agreement. The
contingent gain on this transaction will be fully accounted for when all the terms and
conditions of the sale agreement have been met. The disposal of Mulanje Peak Foods in
Malawi is still ongoing.

Lower per capita consumption and competitive product range raises allure…
In the outlook period the group believes they will have strong above inflation earnings
growth while their focus areas will include intensifying marketing efforts, cost
management, strategic procurement and prudent working capital management. Going
into the traditionally stronger second half for the group we forecast a similarly   better
H2 for the FY2012. Dairibord’s allure also vest in the lower per capita milk consumption
in Zimbabwe estimated at 8litres giving growth opportunities for the group while the
intensified efforts to rebuild the national herd creates more opportunities for improved
performances. The group also holds interestingly competitive brands in their portfolio
that are holding their own against imports competition with the introduction of the
longer shelf life milk product range adding more impetus to their market presence. The
group also factored in an indirect price increase by reducing packaging size for the
cascade range and maintaining the price which should see some significant margin
improvements in the second half of 2012.

Attractive Valuation
Based on Dairibord’s interim results which we adjusted for seasonality; we forecast
revenues and bottom-line to come up at $114.52m and $9.4m respectively. Applying a
PER of 12.68x from a selection of food processors we determined a target value for
Dairibord at $119.4m placing our target price at 34.78c. We therefore maintain our buy
recommendation on Dairobord

Stock Data

Current Price : 23.00

52 Week High : 22.00

52 Week Low : 14.00

P/E (x) 10.39

PBV(x) 1.69

EV/EBITDA 6.76

Market Cap (m) 72.07

Financial Data

Dec-10 Dec-11 2012F

Revenues(m) 75.19 95.98 114.45

Operating Profit(m) 7.78 10.85 12.93

PAT(m) 6.14 7.07 9.41

NAV(m) 34.82 37.77 52.85

EPS (US cents) 1.76 1.96 2.74

Dividend Per Share 0.00 0.44 0.62

RoE 17.64 37.46 17.81

P/E (X) 9.66 12.86 8.95

Div Yield 0.00% 1.75% 2.93%

Earnings Yield 10.35% 7.78% 13.06%

Closing Share Price 17 25.2 21

EFE Target Price 34.78

Source:ZSE/EFE Database
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Delta
Beverages | Target Price – 137.62c|Upside – 27.43%

Group interim September revenues increased 18% to $299,6m (Turnover - $348,8m).
Operating at 20% EBITDA margins the group’s H1 EBITDA came in at $70,4m up 39% for
the period. EBIT at $57.1m was up 41% compared to the same period last year.
Operating margins improved to 21.92% from 18.48% previously. The group’s bottom line
also increased 42% to see them close with attributable income of $42m (EPS:3.5c) and
they made 1.17c per share dividend (33% payout). The group’s balance sheet stood at
$504.6m with $293.9m of the funding being shareholder’s funds.

Volumes growth in lager and soft drinks drives perfromance…
Delta’s lager beer and soft drinks volumes grew 9% and 11% respectively while sorghum
beer (Chibuku) declined 8% in H1. Chibuku was however up 23% at gross sales level
courtesy of an upward price adjustment that also helped address the low margins
challenge on the product line. Lager beer and sparkling beverages saw a 10% and 13%
uplift in gross sales over the interim period. The group completed the installation and
commissioning of Lager Beer packaging line in Harare replacing the decommissioned old
plant while Castle Lite brewing and packaging was also localized

Capacity to be further increased…
In the outlook period the group is set to commission a PET Line in Bulawayo by
reopening the Bon Accord Factory. The group repackaged some of their products by
introducing a new calabash bottle ahead of festive season for some of their main
products and also introducing non returnable glass bottles for the main stream product
portfolio. Plans are also afoot to launch a longer shelf life sorghum beer product
“Chibuku Super” in PET. The group’s Barley intake projected to exceed 35,000 tones on
the back of significant improvement in yields achieved in 2012. The maize requirements
to year end are reported to be in place and sourced locally while adequate sorghum
stocks are held and they have started contracting for next season. With Zimglass back in
production the bulk of glass purchases is set to be localized

Valuation and recommendation
Performance forecasts: Delta’s performance from the first half indicates that the group
remains well on course to achieve our initial F2013 forecasts. This is despite volumes
looking set to drop below our initial forecasts as the upwards price adjustments in
Chibuku more than compensate for the drop in volumes. We believe Delta’s volumes to
year end will drop from our initial forecast of 7.2m hls to 6.8m hls however the improved
average per hector litre gross sales of $103,012.40 should see the group post $702.6m
and revenues of 603.5m. The improved EBITDA margins of 20% achieved in H1 should
see the group close with $141.8m EBITDA and this should translate into operating
income and attributable earnings of $110.6m and $88.5m respectively.

Low per capita consumption offers more growth opportunities…
Applying our P/E based valuation using a average PE multiple of 18.52 drawn from our
selected universe of beverages companies in the region we value delta at $1.3bn
implying a target price of 137.62c. Being the dominant player in the local beverages
industry and having a market share of upwards of 90% in some of their lines Delta is
certainly set on a strong footing in the market. The group’s continued and managed
investment in capex adds to their allure while their strategic partnership with parent
company SAB Millar places them on a higher pedestal to remain the leading player in
their industry. The level of disposable incomes in the economy particularly for the
formally employed seem to explain the low per capita consumptions in the country
relative to Zimbabwe’s regional peers; we believe this makes Delta more attractive in the
long run We therefore maintain our BUY recommendation on the stock.

Stock Data
Current Price : 108.00

52 Week High : 108.00

52 Week Low : 65.00

P/E : 13.36

D/Y : 2.55

PBV : 3.89

EV/EBITDA : 10.19

Issued Shares (m) 1,202.00

Market Cap ($m) 1,142.00
Final Interim Final

Mar-12 Sep-12 2013 F

Gross Sales 654,000 348,800 702,587

Revenues 554,767 299,612 603,508

EBITDA 118,660 70,400 141,807

Operating Income 98,288 57,058 110,621

PAT 75,206 42,641 88,496

AE 73,747 42,018 88,496

NAV 263,940 293,921 352,436

EBITDA Margins 18% 20% 20%

EPS (US cents) 6.22 3.55 7.36

Div Per Share 2.08 1.19 2.45

RoE 28.49 29.02 25.11

P/E (X) 10.77 11 12.91

Div Yield 0.03 0.02 0.03

Earnings Yield 0.09 0.09 0.08

Closing Price 67 78

Target Price 137.62

Source ZSE/EFE Database
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Econet
ICT| Target Price – 632.70c|Upside – 31.81%

Solid performance, but dividend absence dampens…
Econet’s dominance in telecoms continued to reflect in their interims to August 2012
revenue grew  17% to $339m against $291m last year while operating profit of $120m
from $110m last year was achieved. EBITDA margin was maintained at 45%, whereas
PAT of $78m sufficed summing up to a post adjustment bottom line of $76,9m that was
8.3% ahead of last year’s $71m. Total assets grew 7,7% to $875m while liabilities
remained flat. Cash from operations amounted to $123,6 from $127,6m in the previous
period while cash and cash and cash equivalents were at $108m. The damper however
was the nonpayment of a dividend prompting market suspicion that the group could
have entered into some covenants on dividend policy when they completed the much
publicized $300m capital raise.

Subscriber base continues to grow…
Over the period Econet’s subscriber base grew 24% to 7m from the position in the
comparative period and has since surpassed 8million subscribers. Further network
investment saw capacity increase to 7.1m from 6.4m previously after committing a
further $63m into the network expansion drive. This brought the group’s investment into
the network to $677m since dollarization. By the end of the first half the group enjoyed
72% of the market share

Mobile Money Transfer products to broaden income streams…
The mobile money transfer product, Ecocash that was launched in September 2011 saw
significant increase in subscribers reaching 1.7m by the end of the half up 70% on the
February 2012 position and is now reported to be in excess of 2m subscribers as of
January 2013. The MMT product is expected to assist in driving revenues going forward
as the group is expected to leverage on the high mobile high mobile penetration relative
to the expanse of the banking services to reach the unbanked.

Group Diversifies into banking…
In another diversification drive to consolidate their MMT services the company acquired
a 45% stake in TN Bank. Subsequent to the reported date the group has made a further
offer to the remaining minorities for a complete takeover of the bank, something that
should consolidate synergies from the banking operations and the MMT product

More innovations to broaden revenue streams…
The group’s innovative drive continued adding new solar products to the catalogue while
they introduced the Green Kiosk in its low cost high impact distribution strategy which
would expand the Econet shop foot print.

Undemanding valuation…
We believe Econet will close the year with 8m subscribers and achieve ARPU’s similar to
the H1 outturn of $8.9 to which would see us forecast revenues of $679m. Based on
their H1 margins performance we estimate EBITDA and PAT’s of $320m and $195m
respectively.

Econet is currently trading at a PE of 4.66x and an EV/EBITDA Multiple of 3.56x against
regional averages of 10.4x and 5.1x shows an undemanding valuation for the group and
makes the group one of the cheapest mobile operators in the region. Given the group is
already trading at discounted matrices our valuation of the group based on forecasts
presents even better upside. We applied our preferred P/E matrix for to value Econet
and arrived at a target price of 632.7c. BUY.

Stock Data

52 week High 501c

52 Week Low 360c

Current Price 480.00

P/E : 4.66

PBV : 1.80

EV/EBITDA : 3.56

Shares (m) 164.50

Mkt Cap (USD) 789.58

Financial Data

FY H1 FY

Feb.12 Aug.12 2013 F

Revenues 611 339 684

EBITDA 291 153 322

PBT 239 112 258

PAT 166 78 196

NAV 376 439 451

Total ASSETS 812 875 789

Total Liabilities 430 432 294

EPS (US cents) 100 46 119

Div Per Share 0 0 21

Ratios

RoE 44.09 35.51 43.43
EBITDA Margin 48% 45% 47%
PBT Margins 39% 33% 38%
PAT margins 27% 23% 27%
P/E (X) 4.00 4.54 4.03
Div Yield 0 0 3.30%
Div Cover - - 5.71
Earnings Yield 25% 22% 25%
Closing Price 400 418 480
EFE Target Price 632.70

Extras

Subscribers 6,409 7,016 7,455

ARPU 10.33 8.90 8.90

Source:ZSE/EFE Database
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Hippo
Agro-Processing | Target Price – 162.51c|Upside – 35.4%

Favorable realizations on raw sugar exports boost revenues…
In its 2012 full year Hippo’s results reflected a 46% growth in revenue to $128,9m on the
back of favorable realizations on raw sugar exports to the European Union. and posted
operating profit of $32.4m up 166% on prior year on improving efficiencies; being 25%
operating margins. Likewise the group’s headline earnings went up, rising 138% to
$20.9m (EPS:10.9c). The group balance sheet firmed 8.4% to $336.4m while cash inflow
from operations was $13,9m. Net debt at the end of March 2012 was $32,8m with a
total of $6,0m being incurred in finance costs

Sugar production on the rising…
The Industry's sugar production in the 2011/12 season totaled 372,000 tons (2010/11:
333 000 tons) with the Company contributing 170 000 tons (2010/11: 131 000 tons). Of
this total production 247,000 tons were sold in the domestic market while 125,000 tons
were sold into the export market.

Improving efficiencies drive profitability…
The company reported steady improvement in mill performance posting an overall
recovery rate of 83,48% (previously 83,13%) as a further $6,9m was spent during the
2011/12 Mill off-crop towards restoring mechanical and sugar recovery efficiencies.

Local sugar demand to remain firm…
The sugar industry expects domestic demand for sugar to remain firm while the
preferential markets for Zimbabwe's sugar are expected to remain attractive in the year
ahead. Production forecast for the sugar industry in the 2012/13 season is expected to
increase to between 450,000 and 500,000 tons on the back of improved yields from the
increased area replanted with the company's production expected to increase to
between 210,000 and 240,000 tons. The industry’s aim is to reach installed capacity of
producing 640,000 tons annually continues with driving the increase in cane farmland
through support to rural farmers under the European funded SusCo program as well as
the efforts of the players in the industry.

Attractive valuation as production remains far below the installed capacity…
Based on Hippo’s thrust to consolidate their mill capacity utilization with a target of
reaching full capacity in FY2015 we maintained our valuation assumption of even
absolute volume growth the remaining periods.  Notwithstanding the variability of the
global sugar prices, we postulated revenues from sugar sales based on the 12 months
average sugar price per. Biological assets values were determined based on the expected
investment in new crop annually to the target production for hippo to reach capacity
thus for FY2013:

We forecast Hippo to close with a total production of 198.8k tons and enjoy the
same sugar prices as previous year. This should see them achieve revenues from
sugar sales of $133.05.5m and turn over $150.11m after accounting for biological
assets revaluations.
Applying profit before tax margins of 21.2% we forecast PBT of $37.6m from
which earning of $28.19m should be attained. Applying industry average P/E of
11.1x (13,91x discounted 20% for country risk) the implied target market cap for
Hippo comes up at $313.67m (162.51c per share). We remain bullish on Hippo as
we believe that with an installed capacity of 285,000 tons, and the concerted
effort to reach it more so with sugar prices still at relatively higher levels than
traditional highs the potential rewards in the long run prompts us to maintain the
BUY rating.

Stock Data

Current Price : 120.00

52 Week High : 120.00

52 Week Low : 95.00

20 Day VWAP : 117.40

P/E : 11.19

D/Y : -

PBV : 1.18

EV/EBITDA : 9.23

Shares in Issue : 193.02

Market Cap : 231.62

Financial Data

Mar.11 Mar.12 2013F

Turnover 88.42 113.75 133.05

Fair Value ADJ 13.11 15.16 17.06

Turnover 101.53 128.92 150.11

Gross Profit 41.27 128.92 150.78

Op. Profit 12.18 32.39 44.6

PBT 8.5 26.39 37.58

PAT 7.65 19.47 28.19

NAV 176.43 197.13 215.92

Total Assets 309.64 336.45 361.65

EPS (US cents) 4.56 10.72 14.6

NAVPS 91.41 102.13 111.86

Div Per Share 0 0 0

Ratios

PBT Margins 9.61% 23.20% 28.25%

PAT Margins 8.65% 17.11% 21.19%

RoE 4.33 9.88 13.05

P/E (X) 21.71 9.33 7.53

PBV 1.08 0.98 0.98

Div Yield 1.01% 2.00% 2.73%

Earnings Yield 4.61% 10.72% 13.28%

Price 99 100 110

Target Price 162.51

Source ZSE/EFE Database
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Innscor
FMCG Conglomerate | Target Price – 92.5c|Upside – 22.7%
Innscor released a solid full year set of results to June 2012 in which revenues grew 21%
to $627.1m and operated at 10.9% EBITDA margins to achieve EBITDA of $68.5m, up 44%
on prior year outturn.  Depreciation and amortization of $11.6m saw the group close
with EBIT of $56.7m. The group PBT for the period closed at $61.1m after accounting for
net interest income of $4.4mand had profits after tax of $48.5m (basic EPS 7.5c). The
group rewarded its shareholders with a final dividend of 1USc per share bringing the full
year dividend to 1.75USc per share. Their balance sheet firmed 16.4% to $286.6m largely
driven by $30.1m capital expenditure and closed with NAV of $132.4m. Operations
generated $48.8m cash while cash and cash equivalents closed at $22.5m

Bakeries and Fast Foods revenues up 32%… The FMCG revenues amounted to 246.3m
up 32.13% on that achieved previously and this was 39.3% of the group total revenue for
the period. EBITDA improved 45% to $37.0m and was the major contributor to group
EBITDA at 53.9%. Volumes were up 53%, buoyed by increased capacity at bakeries to
400,000 loaves per day following the commissioning of a new plant in Nov of 2011.

Distribution group Africa EBITDA grows 73%... With operations in Zimbabwe Zambia
and Malawi, revenues were up 30.6% at $92m and posted EBITDA of $8.3m up 72.7%, in
the process contributing 14.7% and 12.1% to Revenues and EBITDA respectively

Retail arm continues to struggle… Spar posted a trading loss before tax of $3.53m for
the year despite 7.4% and 38% uplift in revenues and EBITDA to $188m and $2.8m
respectively.
Meat processing arm maintains steady contribution to group performance…
Colcom contributed 8.4% to group revenues and posted $7.2m EBITDA on the back of a
31% volume growth in its core pork product range
Household Goods: Volumes for TV sales and Home grew 30% while Capri registered a
49% improvement in volumes. Its contribution to group revenues and EBITDA amounted
to 7.3% and 14.9% respectively.
Associates and Other: These contributed $1.2m to group revenues and $155,290 to
group EBITDA.
In the outlook the group expects to maintain its strategic thrust of channelling a large
proportion of generated cash flows towards expansion projects across the group’s core
businesses, while fully exploiting the synergies that exists within the group’s many
business units.
Comment and Recommendation
The days of the double digit growth figures are slowly ending for the local stocks more so
with signs of stagnation slowly emerging in the local economy. For Innscor we believe
the group will consolidate on the refurbishments in their fast foods and upgrades in
various divisions and shop renovations to fully reap the rewards of the efforts from the
prior year, to this end we believe they’ll achieve more or less the same growth as
forecast in the economy of 5.6%. The group EBITDA margins are set to improve driven by
the cognitive efforts to cut down costs and improve efficiencies to more lucrative levels.

On this back ground we forecast the group to achieve revenues of $664.7m. Applying
EBITDA margins of 10.93% achieved in FY2012 the group should post $72.6m EBITDA and
from these we forecast PAT of $51.4m and attributable earnings of $41,0m. Innscor is
currently trading at a P/E of 8.39x which we believe is quite undemanding on the food
major conglomerate based on a P/E of 11.25x (peer group P/E of 16x discounted 25% for
country risk) on our earnings forecasts we value Innscor at $492.4m (EFE Target Price
93.5c). We maintain a BUY recommendation on Innscor.

Stock Data

Current Price : 76.20

52 Week High : 81.00

52 Week Low : 53.00

20 Day VWAP : 71.44

Current Price 76.20

Price YTD 0.40

Shares (m) 526.61

Mkt Cap($000) 401,280

Financial Data

Final Final Final

Jun-11 Jun-12 2013 F

$000's $000's $000's

Revenues 516,137 627,077 664,702

EBITDA 47,663 68,528 72,640

Operating Income 38,726 56,966 60,384

PBT 41,329 61,132 64,800

PAT 32,737 48,515 51,426

AE 26,072 38,710 41,032

Total Assets 246,102 286,554 276,877

NAV 101,725 132,416 132,500

EPS (US cents) 4.95 7.15 7.79

Div Per Share 1.20 1.75 1.91

RoE 32.18 36.64 38.81

P/E (X) 12.73 7.61 9.78

Div Yield 1.90% 3.22% 2.50%

Earnings Yield 7.86% 13.14% 10.23%

Closing Price 63 54.4 76.2

Target Price 93.50

Source ZSE/EFE Database
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National Foods
FMCG Conglomerate | Target Price – 166.83c|Upside – 26.38%

A much improved performance in FY2012…
Revenues for the year amounted to $234m up 16% and the group made a profit before
tax of $10,7m in the financial year ended June 2012; an increase of 47% over last year’s
pre-tax profit of $7,3m. Profit for the year was $7,9m ahead of last year’s $5m. The
balance sheet was at $88,5m; 8% firm from last year’s $82m. Cash from operations was a
positive $13m whereas cash and cash equivalents totaled $8,3m at close of the reporting
year.

Volumes increase…
Total volumes rose 15% to 404k metric tons in FY12. The average selling price remained
relatively stable at $579 per ton, reflecting the increase on volumes of maize meal sold.
Total revenues therefore grew in line with volumes, rising 16% to $234m. Improvements
were seen in most key areas of measurement including volume sales of 404,000mt (2011
- 352,000mt) and improved gross profit margins at 23.6%.

Better efficiencies improve margins...
GP margins also remained relatively stable at 23.6% against a previous level of 22.9%
while increased efficiencies saw EBITDA rise 50% in FY12 to $12.94m, resulting in EBITDA
margins of 5.5% from 4.3% in FY11. Increasing efficiencies consolidated the increasing
capacity utilization with seven    of their 11 plants now operational following the re
opening of the flour and stockfeeds plants in Bulawayo. Cqpex over the year amounted
to $4.7m expended on improving core manufacturing processes, automating packaging
in maize and flour, and on improving the security infrastructure of the major
manufacturing sites.

Group Consolidates rationalization benefits…
National foods continued to consolidate on its rationalization exercise that started with
the normalization of the head count through a voluntary retrenchment exercise. The
refurbishment and reestablishment of correct efficiencies in some of their operating
units was expected to see improved profitability with the group’s aim being to attain
operating margins above 10%. The reported period has shown just how much strides the
group has made towards fulfilling these targets, notably EBITDA margins rose to 4.29% in
the reported period, as the full benefits of these initiatives begin to come through the
10% margin could still be attainable.

Value and Recommendation,
Notwithstanding any supply bottlenecks we believe a similar top line growth of 9.6% for
the ensuing year to see the group post revenues of $256m. Applying improved operating
profit margins of 5.5% (as benefits of rationalisation take effect) we forecast EBITDA of
$14.1m and this should translate into earnings of $8.6m implying a forward PER of 10.5x
which compares favourably to the peer group average of 13.27x. Applying the group
average of 13.27x we value national foods at $114.1m giving us a target price of 166.8c.

Being the biggest food processing company in Zimbabwe, with strategic shareholders like
Innscor that has significant interests in the Zimbabwe retail sector and Tiger Brands that
controls a very significant portion of food exports into Zimbabwe whilst increasing the
milling capacity scope for growth is very high in National Foods. BUY.

Stock Data

Current Price : 132

52 Week High : 140

52 Week Low : 86

20 Day VWAP : 132

Current Price 132

Shares  (m) 68

Mkt Cap ($000) 90,262

P/E (X) 16.1

Financial Data

Final Final Final

Jun-11 Jun-12 2013 F

$000's $000's $000's

Revenues 201,170 233,998 255,994

EBITDA 8,627 12,940 14,080

Op. Income 7,032 10,547 11,476

PBT 7,304 10,708 11,651

PAT 5,022 7,904 8,600

AE 4,971 7,899 8,512

Total Assets 79,953 88,517 94,901

NAV 43,601 50,011 56,395

EPS (US cents) 7.27 11.55 12.45

Div Per Share 0.00 1.55 1.67

RoE 11.52 15.80 15.25

P/E (X) 6.53 4.16 10.50

Div Yield 0.00% 1.61% 1.27%

Earnings Yield 7.65% 12.03% 9.43%

Closing Price 95 96 132

Target Price 166.83

Source ZSE/EFE Database
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OKZIM Retail | Target Price – 24.34c|Upside – 56%

Interim Financial Results to September 2012:
OK’s interim results to Sept 2012 bore yet another testimony of the benefit of adapting
quickly to the ever changing environment. The group continues to reap the rewards of a
successful recapitalization exercise to fund shop refurbishment and create the ideal
shopping experience for the shopper. Revenues for the interim period were up 24.6% at
$231.2m from which EBITDA of $7.8m, up 27.8%, was achieved. The group achieved PBT
and attributable profit of $6.5m and $4.9m up 25.6% and 25.8% respectively on the prior
year comparative. The group then rewarded shareholders with 0.2c dividend per share.
At the end of the interim period the group’s balance sheet stood at $104.4m with
$49.6m representing the group’s NAV and closed with cash and cash equivalents valued
at $7.6m Capex for the period amounted to $7.35m

More refurbishments on the cards…
Group net sales per square metre improved to $5,776 attributed to the growth in market
share on improved facilities and offering, return of customers from informal market and
the new OK Mart Brand. The group saw a marginal decline in gross margins to 17.01%
(17.06% previously) but saw an improvement in the overheads % to 14.6% (previously
14.9%). Group borrowings increased by a further $5m to $10m following a drawdown on
the recapitalization deal. Though shrinkage worsened to 0.8% (previously 0.7%) it
remains within the acceptable range of 1%. Refurbishment work remains ongoing with
the group completing major refurbishment work at Bon Marche Avondale, OK Marimba
and OK Five Avenue. Post the reported date a new store in Victoria Falls was opened
while in Q4 plans are afoot to open another outlet in Hwange. Further refurbishment
works are planned for three other outlets in the second half namely Lobengula, Chinhoyi
and Kadoma. The group is also driving for some E commerce initiatives with ventures
into financial services following the acquisition of a Money Transfer Agency licence and
this is expected to start meaningful contributions to performance in Q4.

Valuation and Recommendation
We maintained our valuation of OK Zimbabwe which is based average monthly turnover.
A half on half analysis of the revenue performance shows a sustained upward growth in
average monthly revenues though these have been increasing at a slower pace as more
and more outlets got refurbished. For the purposes of this valuation we assumed that
the group betters the H1 performance given H2 encompasses the high volume festive
season and the new branches added to their network.

In H1 the group was going at monthly revenues of $38.5m up 1.86% on the performance
of immediate past half. We therefore applied a similar growth to determine forecast
monthly average revenues of $39.7m for the second half which should see the group
Turnover $462.37m. From this the group should gross $81.7m and post before tax profits
of $20.2m being 4.4% PBT margins. Based on PAT margins of 3% slight improvement on
the H1 outturn we forecast the group to post earnings of $13.9m. Applying a discounted
average PER 18.26x the implied value for OK on the basis of the current performance
trajectory comes up at $254.7m (target Price 24.34c): BUY. Having been one of the few
companies to successful recapitalize and rationalize, OK has strategically positioned itself
for growth on the back of refurbishment and facelift of their shops. As smaller players
that had been proliferating the retail sector continue to fall by the wayside the group is
set to continue reasserting its market leadership status and better rewards for
shareholder look certain going forwards. With disposable incomes still expected to
improve, OK is certainly poised for better years ahead and if efforts to revive local
industry bear fruit local supplies would no doubt have a positive impact on the group
margins and this reaffirms our bullish take on the retail giant despite reservations about
the dilutive effect of the convertible debentures.

Stock Data

Current Price : 15.60

52 Week High : 15.00

52 Week Low : 9.50

20 Day VWAP : 14.72

P/E : 14.35

D/Y : 3.14

PBV : 3.27

EV/EBITDA : 10.36

Shares in Issue : 1,039.77

Market Cap : 162.20

Financial Data Final Interims Forecast

Mar .2 Sep.12 Mar.13

Turnover 412.56 231.18 462.37

Gross Profit 70.16 39.61 81.72

Operating Profit 15.45 21.23 21.23

PBT 14.98 6.47 20.24

PAT 10.31 4.86 13.92

NAV 38.81 49.58 47.51

Total Assets 70.78 104.36 98.50

EPS (US cents) 1.00 0.46 1.36

NAVPS 4.62 4.83 5.98

Div Per Share 0.50 0.20 0.68

PBT Margins(%) 3.63% 2.80% 4.38%

PAT Margins(%) 2.50% 2.10% 3.01%

RoE 21.69 19.60 22.66

P/E (X) 11.17 30.15 10.90

PBV 2.38 2.90 2.01

Div Yield 0.05 0.03 0.13

Earnings Yield 0.09 0.07 0.11

Closing Price 11.00 14.00

Target Price 24.34

Source ZSE/EFE Database
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SeedCO
Agroprocessing | Target Price – 99.25|Upside – 29.42%

Below expectation performance…
Seedco released a dull set of results for the interim period to Sept 2012 in which revenues
declined 56% from $30.4m to $13.3m while gross profit dropped from $12.1m to $4.8. A
10% increase in operating expenses to $13.0m coupled with a surge in finance charges that
more than doubled to $3.3m saw the group post a loss before tax of $10.9m. The group
accounted for a tax credit of $2.0m to leave them with a loss for the period of $8.9m. The
group’s balance sheet stood at $155.2m of which $68.9m was the group’s NAV while the
remainder was the group’s liabilities.net debtors reduced by 28%, however Group
operations were in a net cash outflow position of $14.6m and the group closed with
negative cash and cash equivalents of $57,0m

Cyclically better H2 expected to drive group rebound…
The seed producer has a cyclical cycle with H1 being the cost accumulation period as stocks
build up while H2 is typically the selling period in which stocks are run down. The drop in
revenues was attributed to the reduced cereal planting and delayed uptake of government
input support programs in their core markets Zimbabwe, Zambia and Malawi. Intensified
marketing and research programs raised the operating costs in the face of more
competition; while increased borrowings to finance stocking and production contributed to
the growth in finance costs. Current year seed intake has been dropped by 64% as the
group drives towards a target of reducing stocks by year end to 47% from the prior year
end position to 20% of annual requirement as carry over. Capacity is set to increase
following the installation of a new seed processing plant in Kenya. Two acid delinting plants
are being installed in Tanzania and Malawi.

Debtors and Borrowings: A consolidated decline in debtors of 28%was reported with good
progress on the $14m due from Zimbabwe Government which has now paid $7,7m
whereas $4m was received from other traders after year end. The group’s Zambian
operations are set to benefit from a lower tax regime following the categorization of the
operation into an agricultural production business. Revised GDP growth projections for
Zimbabwe coupled with upcoming elections and specifically a depressed agriculture
growth projection will slow down prospects in the short run

Valuation and Recommendation
The ensuing year has been characterized by the delayed onset of the rainy season, low
uptake by governments of input support schemes, and low winter cereal cropping. Seed
uptake and purchases has traditionally been triggered by the onset of the rainy season; we
therefore expect SeedCO to enjoy a rise in sales when rains kick in. Upcoming elections in
Zimbabwe also provide a boon for SeedCO as government and political parties push for
more seed support to appease the populace ahead of an election, though red flags are
always raised on the ability to pay for the seed

Against this backdrop we believe the volumes decline seen in the first half will abate in the
second half to see them achieve H2 volumes similar to the previous year of 51,000 tones of
seed. This reviews our forecast volumes for the year down to 57,117 tones and based on
an average per tone price of $1,806 our revised F13 revenues come in at $103.2m. With
high margin yielding maize seed dominating volumes we assumed that Seed Co will achieve
operating and PBT margins of 17% and 16% to give $17.0m and $16.8m respectively which
should see the group earn $12.6m. Applying an average PER of 15.21x we value Seed Co at
$191.3m (99.25 per share). Seed Co’s price has rerated significantly since the release of the
interim results falling way below our target price and has a 20 day volume weighted
average price of 73.29c. Based on these changed circumstances and the relevance of seed
in the company’s markets we revise our rating on SeedCO to BUY.

Stock Data

Current Price 77.00
52 Week High 125.00
52 Week Low 68.50
20 Day VWAP 73.29
P/E 12.71
D/Y 2.13
PBV 2.15
EV/EBITDA 13.00
Shares (m) 192.73
Mkt Cap ($m) 148.40

Financial Data

Mar-12 Sep-12 Mar-13

Turnover 117.71 13.26 103.18

Gross Profit 53.04 (8.44) 46.49

Operating Profit 26.90 0.51 17.03

PBT 23.46 (0.57) 16.77

PAT 19.09 (1.40) 12.58

NAV 82.02 68.74 90.41

Total Assets 157.41 74.04 219.90

EPS (US cents) 9.90 (0.73) 6.53

NAVPS 33.80 35.67 33.80

Div Per Share 1.64 - 1.08

PBT Margins 19.93% -4.27% 16.25%

PAT Margins 16.21% -10.59% 12.19%

RoE 23.27 -2.24 13.91

P/E (X) 11.11 (1.47) 13.64

PBV 3.25 2.47 2.63

Div Yield 1.49% 1.01% 1.21%

Earnings Yield 9.00% 7.33%

Closing Price 110.00 88.00 77.00

EFE Target Price 99.25

Source: ZSE/EFE Database
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TSL
Conglomerate | Target Price – 14.62c|Upside – 27.13%

TSL’s interim results for the interim period ending April 2012 reflected a much improved
interim financial result in which revenues grew 9% to $24.2m. Reaping the rewards of a
streamlining and reorganization exercise EBITDA was up by a bigger magnitude of 28% to
$4.1m and achieved profits from operations of $3.2 being a 57% up-liftment on the
previous year outturn. Having contained gearing at less than 1% the group incurred finance
costs of $136,353 while profits from associate company of $362,163 saw the group close
with PBT of $3.4m. Having accounted for income tax expense of $1.1m the group closed
with profits for the period from continuing operations of $2.3m (interim EPS of 0.7c per
share). The group’s Balance sheet firmed to $77.0m on the back of the profits and had NAV
of $50.1m closing with cash and cash equivalents of $2.9m of which $1.1m were generated
from operations.

Operations
The group’s performance got a boost from the reorganization exercise that saw their
operations being reorganized into five units namely logistics Operations, Paper and
Packaging, Tobacco Operations, Agro-inputs, Properties and Group Services.
Logistics Operations: Revenues grew 57% while storage capacity was increased by 20%.
Driving the performance was distribution of FMCG’s for retailers at 21% whilst general
cargo handling and storage came with 15%, tobacco handling and storage 33%, Port
handling 22% and transport 4%.
Paper Packaging: Turnover for the period under review was up 6% whilst contribution to
group profits was 49% above the same period last year. For future purposes the group
plans to change the reporting for Hunyani into an equity basis for Joint Ventures.
Tobacco Operations: TSF recorded positive financial results in the half year on the back of
tighter cost management. Market share dropped due to increased competition in the
sector the group plans to augment this unit by venturing into contracting under the TSF
grower Scheme

Propak – a profitable outturn was achieved on better efficiencies out of streamlining.
Cut Rag – Contributed strongly to the Group as demand for the Company's products
remains strong.
Avis, the group’s car rental service business had a 10% growth in revenue over the same
period last year, the group plans to acquire new vehicles to replenish its fleet.
Agro Inputs and Timber: The group discontinued manufacturing at Agricura as the group
shifts focus to trading with merchandise planned to be imported and benefits of new
strategy are set to accrue in the first half of 2013. Efforts to dispose TS Timber are still on
going

Valuation and Recommendation
TSL subsidiaries have been on an intensive rationalization exercise and the interim results
are a reflection of just how far the group has gone in this exercise. We believe the interim
performance of this nature is likely to continue, if not improve, for the rest of the year
2012 as the group continues to reap the rewards of their rationalization exercise though
prospects of a pending election remain a dark cloud over the economy. Based on the
group’s interim performance momentum, we revise our forecasts for 2012 revenue
performance to $31.4m excluding (Hunyani) in their revised reporting system. We however
expect aggregate margins that prevailed in H1 to carry through giving expected
attributable earnings of 5.1m. Applying P/Es of 11x, we revise our target value on TSL to
$50.3m (14,62c per share). We believe that with the economic recovery likely to be driven
by agriculture, TSL subsidiaries should remain relevant providers of services in the sector
and with it better performances for the group; as such we maintain a BUY
recommendation on TSL.

Stock Data

52 Week High : 11.50

52 Week Low : 5.50

20 Day VWAP 11.45

Current Price 11.50

PBV (x) 0.86

P/E (x) 17.36

Shares (m) 34.39

Market Cap ($m) 39.55

Financial Data

Apr.11 Oct.11 Apr-12 2012F

Revenues 22.19 47.64 15.29 31.42

Op. Profits 2.02 1.89 2.81 5.77

PBT 2.16 2.52 3.40 6.53

PAT 1.37 1.94 2.32 5.03

AE 1.37 2.28 2.02 5.09

NAV 47.15 47.90 50.13 52.93

Total Assets 75.91 74.10 76.98 79.13

Ratios

EPS (US cents) 0.40 0.66 0.59 1.46

NAVPS 13.71 13.93 14.58 15.39

Div Per Share - 0.20 - 0.44

PBT Margins 9.73% 5.30% 22.22% 8.62%

PAT Margins 6.19% 4.08% 15.15% 16.21%

RoE 5.83 4.76 8.08 9.50

P/E (X) 12.52 15.09 8.50 7.87

PBV 0.73 0.72 0.69 0.75

Div Yield 0.00% 2.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Earnings Yield 7.99% 6.63% 11.76% 12.71%

Closing Price 10.00 10.00 10.01 1.50

Target Price 14.62

Source ZSE/EFE Database
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EFE Picks Full List
African sun The tourism group completed a restructuring exercise in 2011 which saw them post a first

profitable full year outturn in 2012. With a well focused structure going into 2013 African Sun is
well placed to consolidate on the  performance

BAT BAT has established itself as one of the consistent performers on the local and is a company that is
operating at a mature stage of its business as seen in its high ad attractive dividend payout. It is our
opinion that BAT could be considered the attractive cash flows from their dividend payout

Dairibord Dairibord has established itself as one of the consistent performers on the local bourse driven by a
portfolio of strong SBU's while they have an attractive brand portfolio that can hold its own against
imports in the local market. With the concerted effort to reestablish the national herd the future
can only be better for Dairibord. In 2012 the group successfully did an indirect price increase by
reducing size of packaging and maintaining old price and we expect better bottom-line on the back
of better margins

Delta The beverages Giant enjoys huge market dominance and has consistently maintained a steady
growth in volumes and revenues. As the market's top stock which is a solid performer Delta is an
undoubted consideration for any investor because of the limited downside potential

Econet The dominant mobile phone operator in the country enjoys huge discounts to its regional
comparatives while the fact that it is a consistent performer adds to its allure.

Hippo Growing capacity utilization and production with complementary firming demand both locally and
internationally and the fairly higher than the traditional averages commodity prices

Innscor The FMCG conglomerate has seen huge steady growth in revenues over the years and looks well
placed to continue enjoying steady growth going forwards. Innscor if one group that  has
positioned itself well to benefit from any improvement in economic activity and disposable
incomes in particular

Meikles The conglomerate has had stunted performances since dollarization with its interims to September
showing the first signs of a turnaround. With the second largest retail group in their portfolio as
well as some of the top hotelier properties in their portfolio the group is clearly heavily discounted.
Now that the results are coming we believe its only a matter of time before the group stakes its
claim again as one of the top stocks on the local bourse

Properties :
Mash;
Pearl &
ZPI

Property companies on the local bourse have all been relatively discounted relative to the regional
comparatives with the investment case largely being vested in the lower rental rates relative to
regional comparatives. These have been steadily improving and are expected to continue
improving with better changes in the economy

National Foods As the leading food processing and packaging group in the country has been on a capacity increase
drive and should continue to enjoy and consolidate on benefits of its rationalization exercise as
well as improving efficiencies. The group can also benefits from synergies that could be drawn
from their strategic partnership with top shareholders and leading South African food processing
and packaging group Tiger Brands.

OKZM As one of the leading retail groups in Zimbabwe OK led the way in refurbishment of outlets, As
more outlets are refurbished and others added to their portfolio we believe the margins will
continue to improve

Old Mutual The dually listed giant trades at a huge discount to its price on either the JSE or London stock
Exchange. We believe there are potential upside benefits should market be liberalized scrip
become tradable across markets. For the short term however Old mutual's attraction is in its
consistency is paying dividends

SeedCO The seed producer has been on a regional expansion drive that should start reaping results in the
medium term. The Interim performance has been below expectations and its price has since re-
rated to within acceptable buy levels. Long term wise however given the strategic importance of
seed, we believe a long term investment opportunity exists in SeedCO

TSL Attractive valuation and successfully completed a rationalization exercise with the results of
impressive  financial results coming up
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Notes:

This document has been prepared b y EFE Securities (Private) Limited (EFE), for the information of its clients. Although the statements of fact in this report have
been obtained from sources that the company believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee their accuracy, and any such information may be incomplete or
condensed. All opinions and estimates included in this report constitute the company’s judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change
without notice. The securities discussed and mentioned in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own investment decisions
based on their specific investment objectives and financial position and using such independent advisors they believe necessary. This report is for informational
purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. EFE, and any of the individuals preparing
this report may at any time have a long and/ or short position in any securities of companies in this report. In addition EFE may from time to time perform
investment banking or other services for, or solicit investment banking or other business from any entity mentioned in this report. EFE may at times buy and sell
shares on an agency or principal basis to its clients. Shares may rise or fall and investors may end up with a reduced amount from their initial capital invested.
Additional information on EFE’s recommended securities is available on request.
Contacts:

EFE Securities (Pvt) Ltd
26 Cork Road, Edgeton Tsanga Isaac Isaki
Belgravia, edgetont@efesecurities.co.zw isaaci@efesecurities.co.zw

Harare, +263 772 277 153 +263 772 135 234
Zimbabwe

Phenias Mandaza Coreen Madanha
Tel: +263 4 799 132 - 5 pheniasm@efesecurities.co.zw coreenm@efesecurities.co.zw
Fax: +263 4 799 138 +263 772 144 334 +263 772 144 333


